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Country Report on Islamisation: Italy 
October 18, 2007 

Italy (Adriana Bolchini Gaigher) 
 
THE SHADOW OF THEOCRATIC TOTALITARIANISM HOVERS OVER ITALY AND 
OVER EUROPE AND IS IN DANGER OF WINNING THE WAR DECLARED ON US  
 
Italy and the Italians are going through dark times. We find ourselves in a period of 
crisis, which has lasted several years now because of the lack of willingness to integrate 
of  "self-appointed Muslim representatives" who have no desire to cohabit with us but 
rather want to implement a political project, which they have planned over many years. 
 
For us western democracies THIS the main problem:  
If in Islam society, politics, culture and religion, are all one, how can we live in 
harmony with a muslim system that wishes to islamize all aspects of life?  
 
This political plan has already produced in Italy a series of small manifestations 
of intolerance towards Christian religious symbols, which have offended many 
Christians (who have not however retaliated by burning mosques or killing imam) Here 
are 3 examples:  
In January 2006 Adel Smith began his battle against the crucifix, calling it "a 
cadaver" and demanded it be removed from the wall of his sons’ school. Not content 
with that, he throws out of the window the crucifix from the wall of the hospital ward 
where his mother was being treated together with two other Christian patients, who 
protest at his actions. Adel Smith is fined and sentenced to 6 months jail.  
21/08/07 a Muslim immigrant  in the district of Casatenovo (Lecco), concreted up a 
wall chapel containing the statue of the Madonna, symbol of the whole, small local 
community.  He was interrupted by two elderly ladies of the neighbourhood,  who 
demanded that he hand over the statue of the Madonna.  The police were called and 
the mayor insisted that the wall chapel be restored, but by this time the statues of the 
angels had been destroyed.  
02/09/07 in Afragola, an illegal Muslim immigrant beheaded two statues of Padre Pio. 
 
In the schools, muslim girl children begin wearing the veil at a very tender age 
and when they arrive at puberty they disappear from sight and no longer hang out with 
their Italian friends. If by any chance they choose an Italian fiancèe, he or she is obliged 
to convert to Islam before the marriage is permitted. 
 
In Milan, an Egyptian /Arabic school was opened,  contrary to  all current 
regulations, to provide an islamic education to muslim children.  The result was: 
 
26/06/07 - In the Arabic school in Via Maniago, only 10 pupils showed up for their 
examinations, nearly all of them veiled females.  Their knowledge was practically nil, 
especially in history.  For them, wheat was introduced into Europe by the Arabs, Anne 
Frank died in Israel, they had never heard of Christopher Columbus or the Pope, and so 
on. 
 
We now hear demands for separate beaches and for the  restricted use of swimming 
pools, and calls to consider Friday the festive day for Muslims, intentionally forgetting 
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that in all the Islamic countries, only three adopt this and that in the West it would be 
impossible, and would create tremendous economic damage. Demands are being made 
for 5 pauses for prayer during study and work time, which interrupts the rhythms of all 
the other workers, and damages the freedom of study and work of the Italian population. 
 
 
Reports of maltreatment of women dominate the newspaper crime reports.  These are 
the ones that come to the attention of the public, but we know that the tragedy of Muslim 
women segregated at home and subjected to ill-treatment is much more widespread. 
Their Calvary begins when they arrive in Italy. They are isolated from the indigenous 
population, are not sent to school, do not learn the language and therefore they cannot 
communicate with us and cannot ask for assistance 
 
HERE ARE SOME NAMES OF MUSLIM WOMEN AND THEIR TRAGEDIES:  
- Killed: KABIRA - SOUID - SOUAD - DARIN OMAR - SOBIA - AMINE – HINA 

SALEEM - FATIMA SAAMALI - AMEL - MALKA- FATIMA KSIS - BOUCHRA  
- Survivors of serious ill-treatments: SAMIRA - An ENTIRE FAMILY, ULLAH 48 

years old from Bangladesh, the entire family subjected to a regime of tortures and 
scalding  with the hot oil because not submissive enough and faithful to her prayers. 
- FATIMA - FATIHA - AMAL - HALIMA - AMINE - NAIMA - SAMIRA - GAMEL  

 
Now the construction of mosques has become an emergency, they expect them 
as an urgent need and there is not one Italian city that is not affected by this problem. 
The projects are numerous and all are huge.  They are not simple mosques but Islamic 
Citadels, catering to their needs from birth to death, separating them from the Italians. 
The main problem is that these Centers are under the influence of UCOII (Unione 
delle Communita’ e Organizzazioni Islamiche in Italia), whose president Nour 
Dachan and its former-secretary Roberto Piccardo – on 7 February 2007, were 
investigated for "incitement to ethnic and religious hatred" and "apologists of 
terrorism", a charge levelled againt them by two parliamentarians from the party 
FORZA ITALIA. Malan and Stracquadanio. They were at the time being investigated 
for links between Ucoii and Algerian and Moroccan Salafist  terrorist cells 
 
Meanwhile, our Government negotiates with these people and entrusts important 
issues to them, for example: 
 
The Home Secretary, Giuliano Amato wanted them involved in the alteration to social 
rules and laws.  They refused to sign the document unless they were given 52,000 
sq.mt  of land  in order to construct their Muslim citadel in Bologna.  
 
On 11/07/07 the Social Security Minister, Paul Ferrero  allocates 10 million euro for 
a pilot project "Citizenship Laboratory" for muslim immigrants, one linguistic ( Italian 
language) for women at the Muslim Cultural Centre attached to the Great Mosque in 
Rome, and one for “General Culture and Civic Education” at the Al Fath Mosque in Via 
Magliana in Rome.  
 
Rome, 28 September. From the Minister of Equal Opportunities Barbara 
Pollastrini, comes a genial, brilliant, theocratic, mysogynist  idea, already in use 
in Saudi Arabia.  Under her instructions, the Under-secretary of State for Rights and 
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Equal Opportunity, Donatella Linguiti, has convened Muslim Associations and 
Agencies involved in immigration to Italy "A Protocol of Understanding against 
violence towards Women".  5 associations are involved: three of which are Islamic 
and run by Muslim males. As well as the Association for Nomads and the organization 
Plural Males.  among the invited are Ucoii presided over by Nour Dachan,  the Muslim 
Religious Community (Coreis) of Yahya Pallavicini and the Union of Muslims in the 
West (Uio), Italian section of the Libyan Wics (World Islamic Call Society) guided 
from Mansur Tantush. (Ham/AKI)  
 
 
30/03/07 – DEMONSTRATABLE PROOFS ON THE PREACHING Of HATRED - 
ROME - a hidden television camera catches the imam of the Turin mosque, Khohaila, 
preaching to his followers "not to mix with Westerners", to "stay far away from the 
infidels" and telling them "to hold women in submission".  This is just one of the videos 
featured in the programme transmitted by Raidue on the enquiry into islamic integration. 
  
1/2/2007 - A courageous inquiry was carried out to discover that in our mosques 
the niqab, the integral veil, should be imposed by Divine authority and symbolizing the 
penetration of Sharia, the Koranic law, as part of the islamization of Italy. garnishment 
comes and that symbolizes the penetration of the sharia, the Koranic law, to 
demonstrate the islamization of Italy. Two brave journalists, a Somali and an Iraqi, 
disguised as a couple (she wearing the niqab, he with an untrimmed  beard), have  
risked  venturing into  the "hot mosques" from Centocelle to Rome, Varese and Viale 
Jenner in Milan, carrying a hidden television camera. It was the imam of this last 
mosque, Abu Imad, who revealed with the most openness the Muslim strategy of 
conquest of our Country: "Their democracy is most useful to us, both as a 
community and as individuals.  Through our democracy they will gain power and 
through power they will apply Sharia because it is this that governs Islam.  
 
26 August 2005,  at the call to prayer at sunset, the Muslim preacher of hatred, 
Wagdy Ghoneim spoke with the faithful in the mosque of Verona in via Biondani, seat 
of Ucoii - a Leader of the Muslim Brotherhood, imprisoned in Egypt, expelled from the 
United States and Canada for terrorism Ghoneim succeeded in obtaining a visa for  
Italy, at the invitation of  Ucoii, holding four meetings in Bologna, Verona,  Padova and 
Sixth Sesti San Giovanni in Rome.  Among those taking was the Moroccan, 
Moustapha Ben Har, who repeatedly beat his wife claiming that "the imam has said to 
us that the women are without spirit. They are only created in order to make children, to 
deal withthe domestic matters and to satisfy the pleasures of the husband. Wives 
cannot raise their voices. Only the husband can command. If a wife makes a mistake, is 
normal to punish it. This is the instruction of the prophet ".  
 
Justice is not equal. Special treatment is reserved for Muslims who have committed 
crimes, for example: 
 
14/06/07 -  Wife-Beating? Ok if it is Muslim. Some days ago a Muslim woman of 
Moroccan origin, has been denied a fast divorce procedure from a violent husband, also 
Moroccan, already arrested for aggressive behavior. But the judge decided that being of 
Muslim faith, the woman at the moment of the wedding could knew that her religion 
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admits the use of physical punishments by the head of the family: "disciplinary rights" 
was defined in the sentence.  
 
29/06/07 - Hina: report of a trial without justice: Acmid, the Moroccan Community 
Association of the Women in Italy, cannot give evidence at the trial Brescia on Hina’s  
murder. The magistrate of Brescia decision gives this justification for reasons of 
nationality: Hiina was Pakistani, has been killed by Pakistanis, therefore Moroccan 
women are not involved. But Hina was muslim and has been killed by Muslims, in the 
name of a radical interpretation of Islam. And the women of Acmid are also muslim. 
 
04/08/07 – Bologna. Fatima – a girl from North Africa, has been repeatedly beaten, 
tied to a chair and seized from the relatives in order "to punish her" because she had  a 
male Italian friend and for her way of life which was not in compliance with the Muslim 
culture. The incredible thing is that the court acquitted them, acknowledging the validity  
of the defense.  
 
04/08/07 - A judge in Turin has acquitted 2 illegal immigrants because they did not 
possess the money necessary to return to their Country of origin, but they had enough 
money to leave!  
 
26/05/07 Alexandria, - the Police of Alexandria, arrested two Moroccans suspected of 
kidnapping, abetting illegal immigration clandestine and attempted rape. A Moroccan 
girl, entered into a "marriage of convenience" in order to immigrate,  But after the 
married, was held against her will. The woman did not speak or understand Italian, she 
was not allowed to leave the house and was constantly watched by the husband or his 
relatives and friends until she managed to escape from the room,  
 
28/04/07 Legalised Poligamy: escaped death by a hairsbreath - Noale (Venice).  
When desperation drove the first, Italian wife, to say enough: Claudia, married to an 
Moroccan of 44 years, Mustafà Mounecif, who a year previously had brought back a 
second wife from Morocco as is the islamic tradition.   She attemped to leave her 
desperate situation with her four sons as he only financially supported the second wife 
and young daughter who he had installed in Treviso.  A violent argument broke out and 
Mustapha threw a kitchen knife at Claudia (with a 20 cm blade) which hit his son of 17.  
 
28/11/2006 - Resident of Budrio, in province of Bologna,  A young Algerian girl was 
a  victim of a night of hell, when she was discovered in a Bologna discotheque with two 
Italian boys and a friend. Two Moroccans kidnapped her, sexually assaulted her, robbed 
her and held her for two hours to teach her a lesson because she spent time with 
Italians.  
 
27/11/2006 - Rome -  First wedding with a Moroccan girl in 1987. In 2001 a second 
wedding in Egypt. He forced both women to live together. Najat and Yamna, Poligamy 
and violence, then he disappeared with two of the six sons. The first wife turned to an 
anti-violence centre in order to report her serious physical injuries sustained in vital 
parts of her body and the disappearance of her two sons.  The second wife took refuge 
in a shelter for women at risk. 
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These are only a part of all that that is happening in Italy, the cases that have come to 
the light, but the submerged ones are decidedly more gigantic.  
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